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Summary: 

There once was a fairy land which have King and Queen, their crown’s diamond have been stolen by the fairies rival Jack 

Frost, but the jewel is save. But the diamond contain of flying magic so all fairies cannot fly because their wings are 

vanished. Rachel and Kristy is best friend, every time they were together, they always doing an adventure to help the 

fairies. One day Kristy and Rachel feel something is suspicious so they went to fairy land by the fairy dust that ever given 

by the Queen as a reward. Soon, when they arrived at the Fairyland all of the jewel fairy and the King and Queen lined 

up waiting for them. And the Queen explained that the diamond are missing and Lucy the Diamond Fairy (one of the 

jewel fairy) said that she’s sure the missing diamond is on the tree but sadly she cannot fly to checked because she also 

have no wings. But Kristy and Rachel have wings because they use the fairy dust but it won’t last long. So Kristy and 

Rachel search the Diamond on the trees but they cannot find the diamond. When the sky becomes purple-blue the stars 

are shining and so Kristy and Rachel watch them. One of the stars is shining brightly unlike the others. They suspect it 

was the missing Diamond and the rushed to take the diamond. But suddenly a big cold breeze with a storm attacking 

them, their wings is not strong enough but luckily they stuck on the tree they proudly climbed. When Lucy the Diamond 

fairy realize that the girls need help so she summon a Pegasus to help her to fly and she make a plan that the girls must 

distracted Jack Frost and then she took the Diamond. So the girls distracted Jack Frost and nearly succeed but there was 

a Pegasus voice and Jack Frost hear the voice and turned back, and it was Lucy and so he is summoning a magic. Kristy 

quickly took the diamond and she blocked the Magic so her wings freeze, she cannot fly. Rachel, Kristy’s best friend 

quickly save Rachel but her wings cannot carry in two fairies. But Lucy quickly save the girls with her Pegasus and landed 

to the ground and give the Diamond to the Queen safely. And Jack Frost ran away again. 

 (Do you enjoy reading it? Why? Is it worthwhile to read the book? Is there something that you can learn from the 
book? Explain briefly) 

Yes, there are some new words that I learned and I can improve my grammar. 

 


